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CHAIRPERSON STATEMENT
Let me first take this opportunity on
behalf

of

my

fellow

Board

members whom we are fairly new
in

the

esteemed

stewardship
Authority;

of

this

Welcome

indeed. Since our inauguration in
April 2018 we have had to roll our
sleeves as the Authority was
coming to an end of the three year
strategic circle, strategy plan 20172019 and preparing to get into the new one 2019-2023. We had to jump straight into it. A lot
of reflections were made in trying to ponder the way forward.
At the crest of it all two main themes emerged from our numerous interactions in preparation
for this strategic plan. That the Authority was not immune to the financial challenges that
seem to have plagued most of our public institutions and the Government departments. Again
we needed to re-align our human capital in a way that continues to ensure the Authority still
lives up to its reputation to deliver on its mandate effectively. The new strategic direction
clearly had to take these into much consideration. As a result there is already ‘sustainability
plan’ in place that ensures to maximize revenue collection while also containing the costs.
Meaning that in the next three years we are going to put more efforts into revenue collection
and costs cutting. I am glad and happy that in this strategic plan the new targets seem to
point into this direction. Ours is to ensure we support the management to achieve this. I am
confident my fellow Board members are in concert in this regard.
May I further take this opportunity to implore upon all both individually and institutionally to
always accede to our clarion call that you pay your Ground Rent in time. Currently the
Authority is sitting at about 80 Million worth of outstanding Ground Rent bills. Ground Rent
collection is still a challenge with only 13% collection rate as at March 2019. A number of
efforts are being explored. One is that engagement of debt collectors has already started and
that efforts are at advanced stage to consider legal options in order to recover what is due so
that land claimants and the public can be served better by the Authority.
In regard to Human Capital this strategic plan is very much deliberate towards re-aligning and
improving our personnel in order to continue to deliver on our mandate. While this process is
not complete yet I am happy to point out that the new Director General and Chief Executive
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is in office and firmly having hands on deck (albeit few months into the job). This atleast will
assist in providing certainty and ensuring the management team is well coordinated for the
continued best service the LAA has always been known for. We are optimistic that when
completed the realignment process will respond directly to the demands of the new strategy.
Part of the objectives of the strategy is to respond to national call on maximizing food security
as per the national development plan. The Authority has already embarked on the process of
registering fields for commercial Agriculture with the support of the World Bank. This is under
the project in Mahobong whereby field owners register their land for and pledge it as part of
the shareholding into a communal company with the aim of growing fruits for commercial
farming. Furthermore the authority is in talks with other state enterprises to assist in the
registering of Agricultural land and ultimately issue them with secure titles to land. Any
investment into Agriculture still requires that the land be properly and legally registered so
that the rights of everybody in the investment are protected. The LAA is ready to assist in this
regard.
Let me conclude by congratulating the management and rest of the staff for a job well in
building this strategic plan and wish them all the best in implementing it. I further assure them
of the Board unwavering support to ensure they deliver and serve clients and customers
diligently. And to you fellow clients please continue to pay your Ground Rent so that the LAA
can continue to be a model for public service efficiency in this country.
Looking forward to a fruitful journey in the next three years.
…………………..
Khothatso Tšooana, (Mr). Chairperson of the Board.
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DIRECTOR GENERAL FOREWORD
It gives me a great pleasure to
introduce this document which is a
result

of

hard

work

by

the

management team and rest of the
staff members here at LAA to you
all land stakeholders.
This is a great milestone in which
we commit to directing our lives to
a better future than yesterday as
the Authority. But just before that,
a brief reflection on our recent past;
The Authority has achieved a lot in the past three years. A deliberate move to invest in
technology in order to both automate and integrate the business processes in an effort to
expedite the land services to Basotho was the theme for the previous Strategic Plan (20172019).
The development of a very comprehensive Enterprise Architecture Model ensured alignment
of information systems/technology with the business operations. The automation of business
processes and digitazation of land records was in the forefront and still continuing. Although
this transformational work faced challenges pertaining to historic land records, positive
developments towards fully digitalized land administration system are realized daily. Despite
visible benefits of running things digitally, there are risks that go with it which should be taken
care of such as ransomwares, we are however confident of the readiness and strength of the
disaster recovery plans. Digitisation of LAA records expected to continue through to the next
financial year. Thanks to the support from the World Bank
The Core Land Information System Project Phase 2: migrated from SOLA to Landfolio and
ArcGIS platform to automate business processes and improve survey examination process,
are continually implemented.
In addition customers can now pay for our services through digital payment channels (Econet,
Vodacom and PostBank). We further enhanced the in-house built customer service system,
Q-trekker such in an effort to improve our turn-around time in service delivery.
Going forward the implementation of phase 3A of Arc GIS and Land folio system mainly
focusing on improvement of the survey systems, implementation of Land Identification
Number (LIN) and procurement of billing system are still continuing. These are some of the
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milestones we set for ourselves and are achieving in the past three years of our strategic
circle.

The 2020-2023 Strategic Plan focuses more on our financial sustainability and continual
improvement of Human Capital so that we maintain the customer-centricity we are known for.
Most of our objectives are geared towards collecting more revenue while we maintain prudent
expenditure. We will invest more in continually upskilling our personnel and ensure further
improvements into our welfare programmes. The strategy further puts more emphasis on our
Risk Profile so that we properly and consistently guard against impending risks such as cyberattacks and the lot.

We are forever grateful for the support and guidance we get from our Board and our parent
ministry, Ministry of Local Government and Chieftainship and the Government of the
Kingdom. Through this Strategic Plan we commit to excise our statutory mandate of
administering land services in Lesotho professionally while putting the customer first.
………………………..
‘Mataeli Makhele-Sekhantso, (Ms.), Director General and Chief Executive
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LAA MANDATE
Land Administration Authority (LAA) is an Agency of the Government of Lesotho, under the
Minister of Local Government and Chieftainship. The Authority was formed in 2010 through a
compact grant by the American Government (Millennium Challenge Corporation) to the
Government of Lesotho. The grant was aimed at economic growth and reducing poverty in
Lesotho.
The Compact funded projects in three areas, namely water, health and private sector
development. One of the constraints identified as a barrier to private sector development was
the lack of participation of women in economic development compared to men and inefficiencies
in registering property. This therefore resulted in the development of sub- programme on Land
Administration Reform Project (LARP) within the private sector development program of the
compact.
LARP concentrated mainly on the formation of LAA, review of Land Act 1979, regularisation of
55000 plots in the urban and peri urban areas of Maseru and Hlotse was successfully completed
in 2013, while implementation of sectional titles bill is still in progress awaiting passing of the
bill by the Parliament of Lesotho. The LAA was established as an autonomous government body
by the LAA Act 2010 to reduce land transaction costs and land transaction inefficiencies.
More specifically, the LAA:


Administers the lease-holding land system, leasehold title, grant of consents for
transactions and keep all land holding records.



Administers the land deeds registration system.



Administers surveying and mapping and all national spatial data.



Provides dispute resolution services for land matters.



Advises the Minister and Government of Lesotho on land administration laws and
policies.
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Land Administration Authority Strategic Plan:
2020 - 2023
1

BACKGROUND

1.1

Rationale

The Department of Lands Surveys and Physical Planning (LSPP) was formed in 1980 as the first
land administration and management department in Lesotho. In 2010 LSPP was dissolved and
the Land Administration Authority (LAA) was established under the Land Administration
Authority Act 2010, to improve the land administration services in the country. The Government
under the Ministry of Local Government and Chieftainship (MoLGC) was left with the physical and
land use planning services. Initially the functions of the Chief Surveyor were undertaken by the
LAA. In compliance with the LAA (Amendment) Act No.8 of 2016, the functions of the Chief
Surveyor were later returned to the MoLGC with the exception of Cadastral Services. The LAA has
further installed the Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) countrywide for ease of
cadaster management and implemented first phase of ESRI ArcGIS. In the current strategic
planning circle the LAA has implemented the Phase 3A of the ESRI ArcGIS. This shows that
automation and integration of internal process is integral to the functions of the Authority. The
Authority is about to embark on Phase 3 B where the endevour is to ensure that customers and
stakeholders can access the LAA services online externally. Some of the near future aspirations
are setting up of the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI), enhanced Digital Cadastral
Database, introduction of Electronic Land Deeds Registration System for notaries and
conveyancers. That is with consideration of dependencies (local and International), like Lesotho
Communications Authority (LCA) relevant laws for electronic signatures and National Identity
System. Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) principles are also to be taken into account.
Land Governance Assessment Framework (LGAF) to be used for assessment of land management
has do with land allocations, granting land to the people and revocation of land through a series
of processes. Secondly land management also ensures appropriate legislation (Town and Country
Planning Act of 1980, Land Survey Act of 1980, building control, zoning laws and the Local
Government Act of 1997 and others) is in place to assist in the best use of the planned land. It is
important all these laws are revised and harmonized in order to respond to the current needs in
the sector.
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The land management has do with land allocations, granting land to the people and revocation of
land through a series of processes.
While the land administration on the other hand is concerned with two major functions. First is
the establishment of the country’s cadaster. The second function under land administration is
registration of land rights. Cadaster requires the land to be surveyed. That is to say, making an
inventory of land information; how much land where, do we as a nation have land whether
occupied or not. The registration of rights. This relates to issuing secure titles to land; whether
freehold, mortgage rights or lease holds rights.
It is on the basis of the registration of rights to land and surveying that land information about
who, where, how much land one holds can be derived. The value of land (how much is particular
land parcel is worth) can also be determined. It is through registration of land that land
transactions can be performed. These include transfers, mortgages, subleases and related
transactional costs.

1.2

Expected Benefits

1.2.1 Secure land rights;
1.2.2 Economic growth and poverty reduction;
1.2.3 Private sector development;
1.2.4 Enhancement of development and planning in the land sector;
1.2.5 Continued support of women, orphans and vulnerable groups;
1.2.6 Efficient and effective administration of land rights; and
1.2.7 Informed decision making.

1.3

Critical Success Factors

1.3.1 Continuous improvement of human resources, systems and infrastructure;
1.3.2 Revenue collection;
1.3.3 Public awareness and stakeholder engagement;
1.3.4 Clearly defined and approved policies and procedures (SOPs); and
1.3.5 Continuous improvement of service delivery.
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1.4 Key Stakeholders, Support and Ownership
1.4.1. Board of Directors
1.4.2 Staff
1.4.3 Government of Lesotho
1.4.4 Ministry of Local Government and Chieftainship (MoLGC)
1.4.5 Ministry of Finance

2

LAA VISION, MISSION AND VALUES

2.1

Vision

To be a sustainable and efficient organisation in the provision of land administration services

2.2

Mission

To provide quality and efficient land administration services to stakeholders through highly
motivated and competent staff in order to facilitate economic development.
2.3

GOALS


To achieve 90% financial sustainability by 2023



To have fully automated and integrated systems



To strengthen human resources capacity



To enhance collaboration with stakeholders



To provide land administration services efficiently
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2.4

Values

The Authority and its staff subscribe to and strive to uphold the following values:


Integrity



Accountability



Team Work



Customer centric



Transparency

2.4

Strategic Objectives

FINANCE
 To achieve 90% financial sustainability by 2023


To diversify sources of funding

CUSTOMERS AND STAKEHOLDERS
 To continually improve stakeholder relations


To continuously improve customer service delivery

INTERNAL PROCESSES
 To enhance internal business processes


To harmonize business processes



To fully automate and integrate internal business processes

ORGANISATIONAL CAPACITY/LEARNING AND GROWTH
 To attract, develop and retain highly skilled human resources
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3

STRATEGIC ANALYSIS

3.1

Strategic Inputs

Macro and micro environmental scanning exercise was carried as given below to inform setting of
the objectives:
3.1.1 Macro Analysis (PESTEL)
(a) Political
 Relationship between the LAA and the parent ministry, Ministry of Local
Government and Chieftainship (MoLGC) have improved and are in working order.


Political landscape is quiet unpredictable with the arrival of new political heads that
have to be continually inducted on LAA mandate and when they become familiar to
push the developmental goals of the Authority are assigned to a different ministry,
(delays in passing bills, etc).



Political propaganda about land tenure system though as not fervent as few years
back but still exist.

(b) Economic
 Positive contribution in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the country through
increased lending in local commercial banks.
 Increased investor confidence through contribution to Lesotho standing in the
Worldbank’s Doing Business Index. Potential to attract more FDI
 Inrease in commercial Agriculture as result of tittling Agricultural plots
(c) Social
 74% increase of women holding leases.
 Improved security of land tenure.
 Reduction in land related disputes.
 Flagrant violation of land rights of the vulnerable despite existance of the law
(d) Technology
 Land Folio as the main lease management system fully operational.
 Continuous Operating Receiver Stations (CORS) intended to enhance NSDI,
planning, development and ancillary survey services for country coverage is
operational.
 ArcGIS is operational as well but still needs to be improved.
 Acquisition of an appropriate billing system in progress.
 Use of social media platforms and other eletronic and digital information
dessimination tools happening.
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(e) Legal
 There is a continuous amendment of land related laws. More specifically there is an
urgent need for the passing of Sectional Tittle Bill into law to stimulate property
market.


Shortcomings that need to be addressed in both Deeds Registry Act of 1967 and
Transfer Duty Act of 1966 to reflect the current situation.



Amendments to Land Act 2010 to include required changes.

3.1.2 Micro Analysis
Table 1: SWOT Analysis

Strengths(S)

Weaknesses(W)











Human resources, skilled and young
labour
Electronic and mobile platforms in place
for ease of payments.
Positive customer feedback to leverage
on improving the LAA image
Monopolistic position of providing land
administration services
Automation of business processes has
improved service efficiency







Low Ground Rent collection
Insufficient financial capacity to cover
operations.
Systems not fully automated.
Business processes not yet fully
integrated
Old and outdated legislation and not
harmonized.
Mediation on land disputes has no binding
powers
Lack of data integrity makes information
unreliable.

Opportunities (O)

Threats/Risks (T)

















Maximize on donor funding to diversify
revenue collection.
Regularisation of all urban land in the
country.
Establish network of stakeholders (local
and international) that are mutually
beneficial
Digital and online access of services e.g.
e-conveyancing and online submission of
survey examination
Liaise with parent ministry for regulation
of Estate Agents and charge a nominal fee
Capitalise on being custodian of spatial
data collect revenue from access of such
information
Cloud computing for storage of data
Enforce settlement of ground rent before
engaging in any transaction




Cyber attack
High staff turn over
Political instability
Political interference on both operational
and governance of the Authority.
Lack of financial sustainability
Gradual reduction in government grant
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3.1.3 Industry Analysis (Land Sector)
Stakeholder integration is currently not in order in the land sector:


Unclear lines of communications amongst private surveyors, valuers, real estate agents,
architects, notaries and conveyancers.



Non-existant alliances with strategic partners.



Land market is developing.
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4.

STRATEGY FORMULATION

The strategy has been formulated around the six (6) Goals, per above. Then there are eight (8)
Strategic Objectives. Each objective has its own initiatives, performance measures and annual
targets. The Objectives have been grouped according to the four Balance Score Card
perspectives.
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LAA STAKEHOLDER MAP

Minister of MoLGC

Board

PS

LAA
Security Personnel

Cleaning Personnel

Employees

Figure 1: Stakeholder Map
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Stakeholder Matrix

PS

Parliament

Courts
of Law

HIGH
POWER,
LOW
INTEREST

Min. of
Finance
Board

Min. of
MoLGC

HIGH
POWER,
HIGH
INTEREST

Lease
holders

Employe
es

LAA

POWER

Cleaning Personnel

Customers

Suppliers

LOW
INTEREST,
LOW
POWER

MCC,
councils

Security
Personnel

HIGH
INTEREST,
LOW
POWER

Chiefs

Dev.
Partners

Surveyors
& Valuers

Lesotho
Housing

Banks

INTEREST
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Perspective

Financial

Customer/
Stakeholders

Internal Processes

Objectives

Initiatives

Performance Measures

Targets
2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

To achieve 90% financial
sustainability by 2023

To improve revenue collection
mechanisms.

Increase
in earned revenue ratio

80%

85%

90%

To diversify sources of
funding

Identify and engage in different sources
of funding.

Increased sources of
funding.

2

1

1

To continually improve
stakeholder relations

Continue stakeholder engagement

Increased stakeholder
interactions.

15

18

21

Strengthen information dissemination.

Increased
information 2
dissemination channels.

3

3

Consistently promote the LAA
corporate image and reputation

Adherence to LAA values.

85%

90%

95%

To continuously improve
customer service delivery.

Continually be responsive and render
quality services timeously and
transparently to customers.

Level

customer’s 85%

90%

95%

To enhance internal
business processes

Review and adopt applicable policy
framework.

Reviewed

1

1

of

satisfaction.
and

adopted 1

policy frameworks.

Streamline existing business processes.

Improved turnaround time

10%

15%

20%

Intensify divisional knowledge sharing.

Improved inter-divisional

60%

65%

70%

2

2

2

80%

85%

90%

knowledge.
Inter-divisional
interactions
Identify and mitigate gaps within
internal processes.

Identified gaps mitigated.
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Learning and
Development

To harmonise business
processes
To fully automate and
integrate internal
business processes.

Review land related legislation

Reviewed land legislation.

1

1

1

Keep abreast with technological
developments.

Fully automated and

75%

85%

90%

To attract, develop and
retain highly skilled
human resources.

Fully capacitate staff and consistently
strengthen employee welfare.

5%

5%

5%

85%

90%

5%

5%

85%

90%

1

1

1

85%

90%

95%

integrated latest
technologies.
Low staff turn-over

Motivated and improved 80%
employee engagement.
Put in place effective retention and
succession strategies.

Low staff turn-over.
Improved

5%

employee 80%

engagement
Formulate strategies that attract highly
skilled personnel in all positions.

Reviewed recruitment
policy

Conducive working
Conditions
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STRATEGY PERFROMANCE MONITORING
Table 3: Strategy Performance Monitoring

Perspective Objective

Financial
Perspective

Customer/
Stakeholders

Internal
Processes

Performance
Measure/ KPI
Progress

Data Sources

Reporting
/Monitoring
Frequency
(quarterly)

Annual Target

To achieve financial
sustainability by 2023

Increase in
earned
revenue ratio

80%

To diversify sources of
funding

Increased
sources of
funding.

2

To continually improve
stakeholder relations

Increased
stakeholder
interactions
Increased
information
dissemination
channels
Adherence to
LAA values
Level of
customer’s
satisfaction

15

Reviewed and
adopted
policy
frameworks

1

To continuously
improve customer
service delivery.
To enhance internal
business processes

2

85%

85%
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To harmonise business
processes
To fully automate and
integrate internal
business processes.

Learning and
Development

To attract, develop and
retain highly skilled
human resources.

Improved
turnaround
time
Improved
interdivisional
knowledge
Interdivisional
interactions
Identified
gaps mitigated
Reviewed land
legislation

10%

Fully
automated
and integrated
latest
technologies
Low staff
turn-over

75%

Motivated and
improved
employee
engagement
Improved
employee
engagement
Reviewed
recruitment
policy

80%

60%

2
80%

1

5%

80%
1
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Conducive
working
Conditions

85%

ORGANISATIONAL RISK PLAN/ REGISTER (see attachment)

Table 4: Organizational Risk Plan/Register

Final Risk RegisterInternal Audit.xlsx
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People who work for an organisation form a greater weight of the resources needed to achieve
stated business goals. As a result, human resources have to be maintained and sharpened
accordingly to ensure high performance. This performance has to be managed well in order for
the organisation to get all the best out of its human resources. Internal service delivery is another
factor which needs some close attention as there have been some signs that it has not yet reached
the desired level. Development and enforcement of internal service level agreements will have to
take place. Timely acquisition of business infrastructure and equipment as provided for is
imperative. This objective aims at addressing these issues and consequently affect public service
delivery positively.

4.2

Grand Strategies

Strategic Alliances:
This will involve partnering with other agencies and stakeholders with the aim of progressing
businesses of the two partnering agencies. Within the next three years LAA will pursue the
following strategic alliances:


Ministry of Trade - one stop shop, ground rent clearance certificate – Ensures
compliance with ground rent payment.



Ministry of Tourism – Ensures compliance with ground rent payment.



Child and Gender Protection Unit (CGPU) – Protect the rights of children and women on
land related issues.



Master of the High Court – Enforces the rights of minors and administration of estates.



Banks – Improve effectiveness and effeciency of service delivery between the two agencies
in relation to mortgages and other transactions on land.
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5.

STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

In order to have an effective strategy implementation – a concise outlook of corporate governance
and clear organisational structure becomes mandatory initiatives to look at.
5.1

Corporate Governance

Corporate governance provides the structure through which the objectives of the organization are
set, and the means of attaining those objectives and monitoring performance. It also involves a set
of relationships between organization’s management, its board and stakeholders. It recognizes
that stakeholders such as the community in which organization (LAA) exists, its customers, its
employees and the service providers should be considered when developing a strategy. The
relationship between LAA and its stakeholders should be mutually beneficial.
There should be a correct balance between conformance with governance principles and
performance in an entrepreneurial market economy. It is the legal duty of the Management to act
in the best interests of LAA. The Management would be following a collective approach in decision
making. That collective approach encompasses the following seven characteristics of good
Corporate Governance:
1. Discipline
2. Transparency
3. Independence
4. Accountability
5. Responsibility
6. Fairness
7. Social Responsibility
LAA management therefore commits to intense application of the principles which will enhance
corporate success and growth of the organisation, improve operational efficiency, mitigate risk,
safeguard against mismanagement and makes the Authority more accountable and transparent to
all stakeholders.
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STRATEGY MAP
Strategic Map
Mission: To provide quality and efficient land
administration services to stakeholders through a highly
motivated and competent staff in order to facilitate
economic development.

Vision: To be a sustainable and efficient
organisation in the provision of land administration
services
Strategic Themes

Financial
Perspective

Objectives
To achieve 90% financial
sustainability by 2023.

Performance Measures
Increase in earned
revenue ratio

To diversify sources of
funding
To continually
improve stakeholder
relations

Customer
Perspective

Capacity/ Learning
and Growth
Perspective

Accountability

Increased stakeholder
interactions.

Customer centric
Increased information
dissemination

Adherence to LAA values.

channels.

To fully automate and
integrate internal business
processes.
To harmonise
business
processes

To enhance
internal
business
processes

To attract, develop and
retain highly skilled human
resources.

Transparency

Level of customer’s
satisfaction.

To continuously improve
customer service

Internal Business
Perspective

Increased sources of
funding

Corporate Culture
(our values)

Improved turnaround time
Fully automated
and integrated

Reviewed land
legislation.

Integrity

latest
Inter-divisional interactions
technologies.
Motivated and
improved employee
engagement

Low staff turnover
Reviewed
recruitment policy

Conducive
working
Conditions

Team Work

5.2

Organisational Structure and Control

The Director General (DG) is responsible for day-to-day management of the LAA and reports to the Board. The DG is also responsible for the Authority’s
performance and operations in accordance with the LAA ACT 2010 and the LAND ACT 2010.

Figure 3: LAA Organisational Structure

5.3

Strategic Leadership

Leaders embody the values of the companies they work for. If leaders cannot fully commit to the
values of the company due to their personal beliefs, it becomes difficult to stay the course and act
as a role model and be a credible leader. Leadership is about authenticity and remaining true to
oneself. Stretching yourself and gaining credibility involves three main approaches:


Technical stretch: moving from one function to another.



Interpersonal stretch: getting into team management role.



Span of control stretch: moving from one department base role to a division base role.

The majority of LAA managers and directors have been through one of the above transitions and
it is important for each and every one to play their roles with utmost diligence in order to achieve
the set objectives. Therefore, critical to the success of LAA is Strategic Leadership.

4

CONCLUSION

This new three-year strategic plan is to be achieved under most challenging situation when the
GoL grant is decreasing year by year. As an executive agency of the government with operational
autonomy, LAA has been tapping from the low savings accumulated over the last 8 years to run its
daily business, and since the collections are not market related, these reserves are diminishing as
against expectations of growing towards self-sustainability. Therefore, the need to achieve
operational efficiency is KEY in the next three years. The public should receive the best service
under the circumstances in order for them to pay for the services rendered by LAA. The Customer
Relationship Management adopted by LAA will assist a great deal in making sure that the
corporates pay their ground rent in full and on time. While LAA is working towards wooing all
customers, the need to find international donors has become increasingly evident.
To increase the customer base and contribute towards better land planning and development in
the country, LAA hopes continue to work together with the Urban Councils in the coming three
years where all commercial allocations within these areas will be registered. It is with this second
step that our ground rent collections are expected to improve and so too are the other ancillary
land transactions which emanate within the formal registered leases.
In terms of execution – each fiscal year performance will have a business plan that will be tracked
quarterly and reported to the Board.

